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Abstract. Converting textual data into Knowledge Graphs (KGs) poses
a significant challenge, particularly when dealing with multilingual and
historical documents. In this paper, we describe the application of Text2-
AMR2FRED to MusicBO corpus, the former being a tool for trans-
forming text into RDF/OWL KGs via Abstract Meaning Representa-
tion (AMR), the latter being a diachronic collection of Musical Heritage
(MH) texts.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes the methods and tools applied for automatically transform-
ing MusicBO, a multilingual and diachronic textual corpus about the role of Mu-
sical Heritage (MH) in the city of Bologna, into an OWL-compliant RDF Knowl-
edge Graph (KG). The KG obtained is publicly accessible through a SPARQL
endpoint5, enabling the creation of visual data stories6 using MELODY7. The
resulting KG aims to enable scholars with different backgrounds to conduct
large-scale qualitative analysis.
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Fig. 1. The MusicBO KG creation pipeline schema.

2 The MusicBO Knowledge Graph

MusicBO corpus8 contains 137 texts in 4 languages (Italian, English, French,
and Spanish) published between 1700 to the current era10.

Table 1. Statistics describing the MusicBO corpus’ documents included in the scope
of this study.

Language #docs total length
(#tokens)

average length
(#tokens)

median length
(#tokens)

EN 47 1.873.030 40.718 9.964.5
ITA 51 2.329.054 44.789, 5 14.334

Our approach to transform plain text into a KG, depicted in Figure 1, is based
on Text2AMR2FRED11[3], an enhanced version of FRED [5,4]. We include in the
5 https://polifonia.disi.unibo.it/musicbo/sparql
6 https://projects.dharc.unibo.it/melody/musicbo/music_in_bologna_
knowledge_graph_overview

7 MELODY (Make mE a Linked Open Data storY) is a web portal that allows users
to query Linked Open Data and create web-ready interactive data stories.

8 MusicBO corpus is part of the wider Polifonia Textual Corpus9, a large-scale, mul-
tilingual and multigenre diachronic textual corpus.

10 Due to copyright reasons, the documents of MusicBO corpus cannot be entirely
disclosed. Still, we released metadata that allows the reproduction of the corpus
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6672165.

11 https://arco.istc.cnr.it/txt-amr-fred/

https://polifonia.disi.unibo.it/musicbo/sparql
https://projects.dharc.unibo.it/melody/musicbo/music_in_bologna_knowledge_graph_overview
https://projects.dharc.unibo.it/melody/musicbo/music_in_bologna_knowledge_graph_overview
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6672165
https://arco.istc.cnr.it/txt-amr-fred/
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Table 2. Statistics describing the KG resulting from the application of
Text2AMR2FRED to MusicBO corpus.

Language #(sent, AMR graph) pairs
(Text2AMR)

#(filtered sent, AMR graph) pairs
(Automatic metrics evaluation)

#triples

EN 51.814 5.798 412.911
ITA 10.563 1.759 118.162

Overall 62.377 7.557 531.073

scope of this study only the MusicBO corpus’ documents in English and in Italian
(respectively 47 and 51). Statistics12 of the documents processed in this study
are reported in Table 1. The initial formats of these documents encompassed
.pdf, images, or .docx. We extract plain text from them through customized Op-
tical Character Recognition (OCR) technologies13. Subsequently, we carry out
co-reference resolution14, rule-based minimal post-OCR corrections15, and sen-
tence splitting on the extracted plain texts. Following this pre-processing stage,
we submit the processed sentences to neural models (SPRING for English [1] and
USeA for Italian [7]) for text2AMR parsing. AMR graphs, anchored to PropBank
Frames16, function as an event-centric representation of the MusicBO corpus’
sentences, suited for extracting ‘who-did-what-to-whom’ information from a text.
Through the application of the AMR2FRED tool17 [6], accessible via the Ma-
chine Reading suite18, we transform AMR graphs into full-fledged RDF/OWL
KGs aligned with FRED’s theoretical framework. The outcome is a series of
named graphs, enabling the tracking of each triple to its originating sentence in
the corpus. We enrich the resulting KGs through Framester [2], which allows the
alignment with external Knowledge Bases (KBs) such as DBPedia19, Wikidata2

and Verbatlas2. For instance, consider the following triples20:

12 Statistics have been calculated using SpaCy (https://spacy.io) NLP library,
employing the models en_core_web_trf for documents in English language and
it_core_news_lg for documents in Italian language.

13 https://github.com/polifonia-project/textual-corpus-population
14 For English language documents, we implemented a co-reference resolution

pipeline based on Spacy’s neuralcoref (https://spacy.io/universe/project/
neuralcoref). We are currently evaluating tools for Italian.

15 https://github.com/polifonia-project/rulebased-postocr-corrector
16 PropBank Frames are the core lexicon of the PropBank paradigm and consist of

predicate-argument structures named “rolesets".
17 https://github.com/polifonia-project/amr2Fred
18 https://github.com/polifonia-project/machine-reading
19 https://www.dbpedia.org/, https://www.wikidata.org/, https://verbatlas.

org/
20 Extrapolated from the KG originating from the sentence "In the year 1814,

Barbaja went to Bologna and offered Rossini a better engagement than be-

https://spacy.io
https://github.com/polifonia-project/textual-corpus-population
https://spacy.io/universe/project/neuralcoref
https://spacy.io/universe/project/neuralcoref
https://github.com/polifonia-project/rulebased-postocr-corrector
https://github.com/polifonia-project/amr2Fred
https://github.com/polifonia-project/machine-reading
https://www.dbpedia.org/
https://www.wikidata.org/
https://verbatlas.org/
https://verbatlas.org/
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f r ed : Barbaja a amr : Person ;
owl : sameAs dbpedia : Domenico_Barbaia ,

wd : Q908235 .

f r ed : o f f e r_1 a pbdata : o f f e r −01 ;
pb l r : bene fact ive_or_ent i ty_of fered_to f r ed : Ros s in i ;
pb l r : commodity f r ed : engagement_1 ;
pb l r : e n t i t y_o f f e r i n g f r ed : Barbaja ;
fschema : subsumedUnder va :0229 f ,

fnframe : O f f e r i ng .

f r ed : Ros s in i a amr : Person ;
owl : sameAs dbpedia : Gioachino_Rossini ,

wd : Q9726 .

The reported triples encode the event of an engagement offer delivered from
Domenico Barbaja, an opera manager, to the composer Gioachino Rossini21.
Such knowledge is what scholars who supported the corpus collection aimed to
disclose, at scale, from MusicBO documents automatically. Independent scholars
can leverage such knowledge encoded in the KG and create data stories through
MELODY, such as the one created by University of Bologna students 22, focusing
on the representation of Russian composers and classical music in the MusicBo
corpus.

Processing non-standard texts may lead to potential inaccuracies of text2AMR
parsers, as such data is scarce in their training sets. Manual validation is time-
consuming, and no standard benchmarks exist for semantic parsing of historic
and OCRed text. We followed a back-translation [8] methodology to address
these challenges. We converted the AMR graphs back to sentences using SPRING
for English and m-AMR2Text for Italian23 , followed by similarity score compu-
tations using BLEURT 24 for English and cosine similarity for Italian. We posit
that high-quality graphs are associated with generated sentences exhibiting high
BLEURT or cosine similarity scores. All AMR graphs paired with AMR2Text-
generated sentences with a negative BLEURT score or a cosine similarity below
0.90 were discarded. We provide in Table 2 the statistics regarding the KG
resulting from the application of Text2AMR2FRED to the MusicBO corpus, in-

fore.", taken from the MusicBO corpus document The Life of Rossini (Ed-
wards, 1869), available at: https://freeditorial.com/en/books/filter-author/
henry-sutherland-edwards

21 The named entities are automatically linked to their entry in Wikipedia by
BLINK [9], the entity linker used by SPRING, and aligned to Wikidata and DBPedia
in the AMR2RDF step of our pipeline

22 https://melody-data.github.io/stories/published_stories/story_
1687714706.423208.html

23 https://github.com/UKPLab/m-AMR2Text
24 https://github.com/google-research/bleurt

https://freeditorial.com/en/books/filter-author/henry-sutherland-edwards
https://freeditorial.com/en/books/filter-author/henry-sutherland-edwards
https://melody-data.github.io/stories/published_stories/story_1687714706.423208.html
https://melody-data.github.io/stories/published_stories/story_1687714706.423208.html
https://github.com/UKPLab/m-AMR2Text
https://github.com/google-research/bleurt
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cluding insights regarding the automatic filtering. Raw data to recreate the KG
are stored in a dedicated repository25.
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